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Résumé

This research considers the maximum network lifetime problem in wireless sensor net-
works with connectivity constraints and power allocation decisions. We address target cov-
erage with sensors used for sensing and sending data to a base station through multi-hop
communication. Moreover, we consider sensors provided with a limited amount of initial
energy able to operate in one of three different modes. A sensor is a source if it is performing
monitoring and communicating tasks, a sensor is relay if it is not covering but it is used to
help communicate source nodes to the base station.

In order to extend network lifetime, we can activate sequentially subsets of sensors satis-
fying the coverage, connectivity and sensors battery lifetime constraints. The set of network
configurations leading to the optimal solution is not always available neither is practical the
enumeration of such covers. Consequently, this research exploits a problem decomposition
based on column generation (CG). This strategy divides the problem into two: a Restricted
Master Problem (RMP) which is used to allocate the optimal time interval during which
a network configuration have to be used to maximize network lifetime, and a Pricing Sub-
problem (PS) used to identify profitable network configurations that are added iteratively
to increase lifetime. A Benders’ decomposition approach is proposed to tackle the pricing
subproblem and guarantee the optimal solution for MP. Moreover, in order to approach a
near optimal solution for the problem in low CPU time, the CG framework is levered by an
efficient evolutionary algorithm enhanced with local search. Experimental results indicate
that Benders’ decomposition largely outperforms the ILP to solve PS.
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